NEED an ELECTIVE?

SART 398
MAY

5/2 – 5/25
9-12:30 M-F

NO PRE REQS

Must you don’t even need software or design skills

TYPOGRAPHY

CHOOS3

from SIX projects

SPECIAL

Projects like:
your signature = a font!
using your signature to create your own typeface

Letterform product
create a new product with a letter

Alphabet Animals
Tell a Tale
Recite a Poem
let type speak for you

Quote design
immortalize your favorite into a display worthy design

QUESTIONS?

Call Lisa Anderson 864-503-5829
landerson@uscupstate.edu

We’ll explore
Media/MaterialsEVERYTHING is potentially a means to make type | collage and transfer techniques | Type Taboos
Letterpress printing | DIY typefaces | Illustrating with type |
Handmade/drawn type | Computer generated fonts | Historical uses of type |
Typographic products, games, furniture | 3D constructions